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Abstract

This article consists of 2 parts. The first part, from Section 1 to Section

3, by King Fai Chan aims at unravelling the inaugural ideology of Hong

Kong’s political parties by going back to one of the founders of the

Democratic Party, Yeung Sum, and examines his ideology of an

idealistic thinking of political cooperation with the SAR government,

with an aim of peaceful power-sharing. Yeung Sum’s idea of political

parties is a new vision of a political subjectivity that caters to the whole,

and this confirms with Giovanni Satori’s theory that an authentic party

must be part-of-the-whole. In the end the idea of party as effective

opposition was completely overlooked. The article then turns to the

second part, from Section 4 to Section 6, by Sze Chi Chan, who aims at

detailing the inauguration of an effective oppositional party after the

Grand March of 2003. Thus was born the League of Social Democrats,
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with the second author as one of its founding members. In the second

author’s portrayal the League was off to a promising start that ushered in

an effective oppositional party, that did pose a series of effective

political opposition that readily catered to the need of the whole

citizenry, especially the Five District de facto Referendum. Yet in the

end the League met with a fate of internal split that tremendously

dwindled the its oppositional thrust. As yet we still do not find any pan-

democratic party or anti-establishment radical party that can really

demonstrate Satori’s ideal of party acting as part-of-the-whole fighting

for the benefit of the whole.

Keywords: Satori, party theory, Social Democrats, Democratic Party,
factions, Hong Kong, Yeung Sum, stability and prosperity, political
opposition, political struggle

1. Introduction

Hong Kong’s political scene, besides beset by the explicit or implicit

intervention from the Chinese Communist Party apparatus from Beij ing,

is still very much in its infant stage of struggling for the establishment of

truly modern political institutions, notably development of political

parties. This article attempts to delineate the birth of the political party in

Hong Kong right before the 1997 transition, and the subsequent

development after 1997, especially after the massive socio-political

mobilization of Hong Kong people after the 2003 July 1 st Grand March.

We shall look at the birth of the main party among the pan-Democrats

camp, namely, the Democratic Party ( ), and its formative party

ideology. Then we shall turn our attention to the rise of a new genre of

political parties, namely, the “battling type” parties, primarily in its first

example of the League of Social Democrats ( , hereafter
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LSD). After a consideration of the primal party ideology formed before

the 1997 transition, effort will be paid to detail the rise of the LSD, since

one of our authors has been its founding member (who withdrew in

2009) and shall speak largely from personal reminiscence.1

2. Development of the Democratic Party before the 1997 Transition
– Towards a ProEstablishment Participation To Share Power

2.1. PartoftheWhole: The Central Idea of Modern Political Party

The central idea of the party is certainly the concept of partir from Old

French which literally means “to divide”, so that the first and foremost

philosophical political question that arises would be: How can a political

party be an institution that is good for the whole body politic? According

to the Italian scholar Giovanni Sartori, the birth of modern political party

hinges on the successful clarification of “party” from “faction”,2 since

the later arose from the Latin verb facere which denotes “dire doings”,

which denotes a political body that engages in disruptive and harmful

doings. Thus it carries the senses of hubris, excessiveness, ruthlessness,

and thereby harmful behaviour.3 Thus the formation of political parties

in their early years was never far from political factional fighting, until

Edmund Burke achieved the intellectual breakthrough and this became

the turning point in the development ofmodern political parties.4

2.2. From Factions to Party

Thus the political factions truly become the parties that are able to

transcend the very concept of the Italian partire that signifies that

political parties would just be bogged down with defending the part

rather than the whole. When political parties can really transcend this

fate and become some kind of “analytic partition”5 that can really

transcend such partisan spirit, and indeed link up the part with the whole,
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to form a partofthewhole,6 then modern political parties can be born

that can strive towards the goal of participating in the political process

for the sake of the whole, that is, for the good of the larger society.

For Burke, the transition from faction to party rests on a process

parallel to that of transition from intolerance to tolerance, and from

tolerance to dissent, and lastly, from dissent to beliefs in diversity.

Parties become subconsciously acceptable when diversity and dissent

were accepted as part and parcel of political order.7 Parties are then seen

in an ideal sense as correlative and dependent on the worldview

(German, Weltanschauun) of liberalism. When parties completed this

evolution from parties of faction against the whole to parties of the

whole or even for the whole, and also transcended the trenchant

individualism of the Enlightenment, then the idea of modern political

parties as essential for the running ofmodern democracy was born.8

3. Hong Kong’s Political Party Thinking in the 1980s and 90s

Similar to the birth of the modern political party, Hong Kong’s political

scene was about to do the same, that with the transition to Chinese

sovereignty, Hong Kong was granted a high level of autonomy that

would usher in the political parties. Thus with the signing of the Sino-

British Agreement and the decolonization of British rule, the British

government in Hong Kong ushered in the era of political representation

through all kinds of elections. In this context both the existent Chinese

ruling elite and the civil society’s opposition force were in an urgent

mood to meet this challenge. And came the political parties.

Thus we had the first district election in the 1980s, and into the

1990s right after the 1989 Tiananman Incident, the first directly elected

Legislative Council ( ) was formed in 1991 . The budding civil

society that slowly evolved from the typical Chinese “folkrealm society”
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was thinking about how to respond to the grand new environment

ushered in by the Sino-British Agreement. The first challenge that civil

activists in the kin/clan-based folkblic (folk-public) society faced was

whether to transform the “pressure groups”9 into political parties, since

such pressure groups would have to enter this new political game and

face new competitors, namely, political parties that would very likely

take away the causes and therefore, political bargaining power, from

these pressure groups. Either they have to form political parties

themselves or be relegated to the political backstage. So the founding

members of such newly formed political bodies would come from such

pressure groups like community workers, unionists and student activists.

Moreover, this political transition needs to transform those pressure

groups, which practiced mainly a “protest-advocacy” model in political

bargaining, into mainline political parties in a parliamentary democracy.

3.1. Yeung Sum Straddled Two Types of Politics

At that time, a number of scholars have probed into this transformation,

and not the least some activist-turned scholars, and Mr Yeung Sum
10 was the foremost among them. And the main line he took to this

political transformation was to persuade pressure groups to pursue

democratic politics by becoming political parties.11 In his opinion

pressure groups at that time could not satisfy the demand of the times,

thus it would be expedient that some members of pressure groups form

political parties to participate in the parliamentary democracy process.

His understanding of political parties centers on its nature as more

organizational, as well as promoting wholistic city-wide policies that are

geared towards the whole. Moreover, another goal for pressure groups to

transform into political parties is to share in the power of governing, to

gain positions in the establishment in order to be more effective in

reforming the society.12
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3.2. Parties as the Answer to the Demand of Wholistic Politics

“Taking parties as method” was Yeung Sum’s proposed response to the

new political situation, and the thinking was geared towards this “social

whole” and the rise of political subjects in his political imagination, in

order to respond to the new era of parliamentary democracy. Yeung Sum

stressed that this new political instrument of parties must bear in mind

city-wide vision, so as to match the “Hong Kong People Ruling Hong

Kong” maxim with a new political subjectivity. This kind of political

participation was markedly different from the pressure group politics

that advocate the interest and well-being of special groups, and it

demands political groups to embrace a wider horizon and bear a more

inclusive vision.

Thus Yeung Sum’s idea of political parties is a new vision of a

political subjectivity that caters to the whole, and this confirms with

Satori’s theory that an authentic party must be partofthewhole. This

new orientation should be formulated in response to the coming

representational or parliamentary democracy.

3.3. The Unanswered Question: Where Comes an Effective
Opposition?

However, Yeung Sum’s vision has also been too optimistic, in its eager

awaiting for a portion of the political cake that would be ready to be cut

in the future. Yet in such eager waiting would it not be played into the

hands of the establishment? Indeed, we cannot find any discussions on

controversies, conflicts or political struggles that would inevitably arise

from party politics or parliamentary democracy. His vision of a party

entering the establishment in an orderly fashion was so harmonious and

orderly that there was little room left for dissent, reaction and

contradictions.
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Indeed we found that, though occupying the main opposition

spectrum of post-1 997 Hong Kong politics, the Democratic Party has

been yet so weak, so meagre, and so conservative in its opposition, that

it could not pose a serious challenge to the increasingly bad governance

of the post-1 997 Special Administrative Regional (hereafter SAR)

Government. Its vision of the whole Hong Kong people was largely

static and lacked fluidity, starkly failing to take into account the views

and demands of the newer generations, firstly the post-80s and then the

post-90s youths. And for other small pan-democratic parties that also

arose from pressure groups, we also find a rarity of strong and effective

opposition.

3.4. Political Parties Harmonized or Submerged by the Ideology of
“Stability and Prosperity”

Thus we find that in the special case of Hong Kong, the rise of political

parties that have taken care to gear themselves to the whole city, have

been particularly ineffective in forging a credible political opposition.

Professor Lui King-suen has pinpointed one of the obvious

reasons: that such political parties, even though broadly democratic in

their colour, are basically bound by the establishment’s main ideology of

“stability and prosperity” spelt out by the Chinese authorities in Beij ing

(hereafter Beij ing).1 3 Yeung Sum naively took party politics as a

synonym for harmonious politics, for the sake of keeping the “stability”

of this complex city.14 Such wishful thinking of a post-colony is a

symptom that this former colony is still submerged in the colonial myth

and is still deeply nostalgic about its colonial past. According to Lui

King-suen, this city is basically a colony not of an antagonistic but a

compromising type.15
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4. Parties Taking Stance Against Establishment after 1997
– Radical Parties Advocating Active Struggle for Democracy and
People’s Livelihood16

4.1. Pseudodemocratic Transition to Chinese Sovereignty

As delineated above, the mellowness of democratic parties that were

born in the 1980s and 1990s was due to the over-deference of political

parties towards the transition ideology of “stability and prosperity”. Yet

after 1997 Hong Kong has suffered severely not only due to the Asian

Financial Crisis, but also due to the increasing wealth gap resultant from

every economic change, which points to a fundamental flaw in the

colonial and post-colonial system governing Hong Kong, in that all

political powers are still wielded by the government, the estate tycoons,

local elites and multinational companies including increasingly

Mainland China’s fast-growing state enterprises. Thus only political

parties that mobilize and energize the people and is really partofthe
whole would meet the challenge of the times.

Hong Kong’s post-1 997 politics was severely circumscribed by a

Basic Law ( ) that was completed in 1991 after the 1989

Tiananman Incident. This has caused Beij ing’s original promise on high

degree of autonomy to be severely scaled back. Now that China has

verged on a regime change during the 1989 Incident, Beij ing would not

tolerate a newly returned region to enjoy full-fledged democracy so as

not to spur similar demand in comparable Mainland cities, notably

Beij ing and Shanghai.17 And with the tightly controlled small-circle

selection of the Chief Executive of the SAR that does not belong to any

political party, pan-democrat councillors are forever relegated to the

camp of a defunct opposition. What they can at most do is to stall some

bad government law bills from being passed into law. Yet the

Democratic Party had put up merely a meagre fight when the SAR
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Government wanted to pass the controversial National Security Law Bill

(dubbed the 23 Article).

5. Founding a Radical Party that was Geared towards the Whole
Society18

Thus after the successful Grand March in 2003 summer against the 23

Article bill some marginal pan-democratic councillors newly elected in

2014 to the Legislative Council (hereafter LegCo) began to form a left-

leaning new party called the League of Social Democrats (hereafter

LSD). This was done in response to the new formation of the Civic Party

( ) that was viewed as consisting of blue-blood elites, as well as

to the Democratic Party’s obvious turning to the middle class to

consolidate its people base.

The founding of LSD was not at all smooth or promising;

nevertheless this party succeeded in its early days to position itself as a

party of political struggle. Yet even with such comparatively radical

characterization, this party has in fact positioned itself for the whole

society as part-of-the-whole. This was partly due to its grassroots

character, since its founding members consisted of a number of seasoned

old social activist veterans. Its party ideology was in direct contrast both

to the Civic Party and the Democratic Party, both of which has indeed

exhibited some degree of factionalism: Civic Party in being too blue-

blooded and can only be joined through member-recommendation,

Democratic Party in turning towards the middle class. LSD readily

exhibited a holistic approach to the general mass in struggling for the

benefits of all, especially in livelihood policy issues.

Thus LSD in its ideological discourse and practice has strived to

exhibit a kind of inclusiveness that exhibited partforthewhole
character, that tried to promote city-wide all-citizen participation in the
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political process. Due to the social activist credentials of many of its

founding members, its announced orientation is to organize citizens

especially those from the grassroots, to influence government policies so

as to alleviate people’s livelihood problems and suffering. At the same

time, it participated at all levels of elections in order to enter LegCo and

district councils to represent citizens to influence government policies.19

5.1. The Climax Action of LSD – Five District de facto Referendum
Advocating Democratization of Hong Kong Politics

Yet LSD after its formation in 200620 met with little success in pushing

for election into district councils.21 Among the 40-plus candidates

fielded, only the original 6 were re-elected, while none of the new

candidates got a seat, nor did they gain a credible vote count that would

merit another try in future. What it mostly did was to formulate a wide-

ranging policy document.22 However, the 2008 election into LegCo was

a different story. With the then chairman Wong Yuk-man ’s

(hereafter Wong) rapid rise in notoriety and fame during the summer

election process of 2008, Wong was swept into the LegCo with the

second highest number of votes in the West Kowloon Election District (

). And right after his entry, together with the re-election of 2

other LegCo councillors who also benefited from Wong’s meteoric rise,

these “LSD Triad”, as they have come to be nicknamed, started to act

out their fighting style in their LegCo office. Such newfound militancy

was largely welcomed by the city so much so that LSD became the star

party during the first year of the 2008-2012 LegCo period.23

Then came the defining moment for the LSD as well as for Hong

Kong society. During the summer of 2009 Mr Tsang Kin-sing or

“Bull” ( ), a veteran activists in LSD, floated the idea of getting

one councillor in each of the 5 major LegCo election districts to resign,

thus setting off a city-wide 5 district by-elections, which would then be
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centered around the issue of whether Hong Kong SAR should be

allowed full democratic elections both for its LegCo and its Chief

Executive. This then would become a de facto Referendum, since Hong

Kong has no referendum law, advocating full-fledged democracy for

Hong Kong. The media took up the issue and immediately attributed it

to Wong.24

5.2. The Running of the 5 District de facto Referendum and the Split
up of LSD – Promises and Problems of a Struggleoriented Party

Here we cannot detail the intricate history of the course of the 5 District

By-elections or de facto Referendum;25 suffice to remark that the de

facto Referendum was not a success, although 17% of the voters did turn

out to vote back the 5 LegCo councillors from the Civic-LSD alliance

that inaugurated the de facto Referendum. However, the aftermath of the

de facto Referendum was completely out of the expectation of the

society and the LSD party itself. This was the split-up of LSD instigated

by Wong and supported by another LegCo councillor in the party (Albert

Chan Wai-yip ) right after the de facto referendum, starting in

the summer of 2010 and culminating in Wong leaving the party to found

another political party, namely, People Power ( ), in early

2011 .

Thus the de facto Referendum became the last star action of the

LSD, and after the split-up LSD was reduced to an even smaller party

with only one notable councillor, namely, Leung Kwok-hung or

“Long Hair” ( ). Although LSD did retain its leftist stance,

although it did put up consistent political and social struggles against the

SAR government, participating militantly and fully in all major socio-

political movements and march, especially in the 2014 Umbrella

Movement, no other action initiated or joined by LSD can equal the

master act of the de facto Referendum, which succeeded in using the
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meagre manpower and resource of 2 minor parties to execute a city-wide

referendum for the future democracy of Hong Kong. Thus in doing so

LSD and Civic Party have really fulfilled the mandate of modern

political party to act as partofthewhole and for the whole.

6. Aftermath of the LSD Splitup

After the split-up, Wong’s People Power became the star radical party in

people’s attention, and was able to attract enthusiastic support especially

from the radicalized youths who found themselves to be increasingly

estranged from Beij ing and the SAR government. Such radical support

enabled Wong, again, to put up a good show in the 2012 LegCo election,

not only securing the re-election of himself and Albert Chan Wai-yip,

but also the surprise election of People Power’s candidate, Raymond

Chan Chi-chuen , to the LegCo, as well as the near success of

another candidate, Wong Yeung-tat 26 (or junior Wong), whom

Wong endorsed. The junior Wong’s near success has caused LSD dearly,

for the other only hopeful of LSD candidates besides Long Hair, To

Kwan-hang ,27 was to lose the Kowloon East district due to

junior Wong splitting away his radical votes.

Yet the political experimentation of political parties has been far

from running its course. After such star performance, Wong again caused

another partisan split,28 while he himself was de facto ousted by the net

media tycoon Shiu Yeuk-yuen (hereafter Shiu),29 who had been

his supporter when he splitted LSD. Wong was left stuck with the

Proletariat Political Institute ( ) that he founded.30

Strangely, junior Wong, the protégé that he promoted, did not join his

institute but went on to found his own political body called Civic

Passion ( ).31
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So the growth of radical political parties are very much at the mercy

of themselves in the wake of such repeated splitting up. The promise of a

radical party as partofthewhole fighting for the whole has been

repeatedly thwarted by its own internal quarrel,32 which hurt these

parties’ growth by giving an impression that they are no more than

political factions seeking nothing more than political power. Recently,

after the lacklustre performance in the 2015 district council election,

Shiu again initiated a severe criticism against Tam Tak-chi , also

known as “Fast Beat” ( ) (hereafter Tam),33 a major candidate in

the People’s Power, and in the meantime the result of this attack has not

been clear yet.34

7. Conclusion

So the story of Hong Kong’s political parties goes on and on, and

besides LSD and People’s Power, there is recently the rise of very new

political parties due to the surge in localism and the quest for

independence.35 Each one is vying for the attention of Hong Kong

people especially the younger generation, but their success is yet to be

seen, or whether they will quickly vaporize and fade out from the

political scene, after the September LegCo election this year. As yet we

still do not find any pan-democratic party or anti-establishment radical

party that can really demonstrate Satori’s ideal of party acting as partof
thewhole fighting for the benefit of the whole.

Notes

+ King Fai Chan participated as author of the first part of the Chinese version

of the present article (from Section 1 to Section 3). The present English

abbreviated version is solely the responsibility of Sze Chi Chan.
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<https://www.facebook.com/groups/370178503169110/permalink/5128884

78898111/>

“

(Wael Ghonim) TED

”

33. The major reason was purported by Shiu Yeuk-yuen as Tam Tak-chi’s

unbridled attack on other pan-democrats rather than the establishment. Yet

netizens also pointed to Shiu’s own attack on famous columnist and Tam in

this instance. Shiu has refrained himself from unbridled attack on other

pan-democrats after he has seen the bad example ofWong.

.

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=40WtFFsacyM>

34. At the present moment People’s Power has announced a public meeting to

choose “regional leader” but ostensibly also to settle the recent split

between Shiu and Tam: <https://www.facebook.com/peoplespower/posts/10

61041960624624?pnref=story>. Please see Tam’s attempt to reconcile

with Shiu: <https://www.facebook.com/jaiszechi.chan/posts/101533648918

27187:37>. Please also see another People’s Power leader Erica Yuen Mi-

ming ’s support of Tam: <https://www.facebook.com/ericayuen/po

sts/10153688201821051?pnref=story>.

35. Three newest political parties that quest for independence are: Hong Kong

National Party ( ) <https://www.facebook.com/hknationalpa

rty/?fref=ts>, Democratic Progressive Party of Hong Kong (

) <https://www.facebook.com/hkdpp/> and Hong Kong

Indigenous ( ) <https://www.facebook.com/hkindigenous/in

fo/?tab=page_info>. The first one obviously takes its cue from the Scottish
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National Party, while the second one obviously harks back to the

Democratic Progressive Party of Taiwan, which is seen as at heart

advocating for Taiwan’s independence. And the third one has become the

most spectacular since the New Year Day’s police-people clash in 2016

that was headed by it, and its LegCo by-election candidate Edward Leung

Tin-kei has been able to garnered a large number of votes, nearly

causing Civic Party’s candidate dearly in failing to be elected.
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